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Using the Policy Analysis Matrix to Address

Environmental and Natural Resource,s Issues

by Dennis Cory and Eric Monke

At first glance the field of environmental and natural resource (ENR) economics would seem to

cover a vast array of dissimilar topics. Introductory textbooks routinely cover such varied topics as

recycling, waste disposal, fisheries management, timber attting, energy policy, pollution abatement,

acid rain, and the desirability of economic growth. But as shown in the following section of the paper,

these disparate topics can be subsumed under a sim;>le taxollomy of external costs and user costs. This

taxonomy assists greatly the understanding and analysis of ENR polices. Taxes and subsidies usually

have been considered as the optimal polides to offset ENR divergences, because these instruments can

equate marginal benefits with the marginal external or user costs. But in practice, the estimation of

marginal benefits has proven elusive. Governments have instead resorted to the use of standards

requirements of devices to reduce the inddence of external costs or user costs te some "acceptable" limit,

quantitative controls on the use of offending inputs 01' the production of offending outputs, or taxes

assodated with particular quantities of offendinf, inputs or outputs.

The PAM has a particularly useful role to play in the evaluation and assessment of the merits

of standards. Because of the focus on costs and returns to representative firms, PAM results are ideally

sllitcd to the compilation of information about the costs of compliance with standards. Comparisons of

the costs of compliance with alternative standards helps policymakers identify the least-eost policy.

Aggregation of compliance costs across firms provides policymakers with an aggregate estimate of the

costs of a standard, and provides the basis for reassessment and recalibration of standards.

Acceptance of st.:mdards as appropriate responses also simplifies greatly the empirical

calculations needed for the PAM. Standarcis can be represented as quantitative limits on some of the

firm's outputs or inputs; PAM analysis then focuses on the implications of these limits for all other
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inputs and outputs of the commodity system. The resulting set of output and input coefficient:· represent

the ingredients for a budget of social revenues and costs. Some complications may arise if the standards

are linked with taxes or if the standards affect market prices. But in general, these problems are

manageable.

A TAXONOMY f lR DISCUSSING ENR ISSUES AND RESEARCH

One author has suggested the following definition for natural resource economics: "...the study

of society's choices in the intertemporal allocation of resources (or resource services) derived from stocks

which are either fixed or are changing at 'natural' rates" (McInemey, p32). This definition

emphasizes the dynamic, societal orientation that characterizes work in this field while accounting

for constraints posed by nature in allocative decision making. In the environmental area, Tietenberg

emphasizes the asset-valuation nature of the subject: "In economics, the environment is viewed as a

composite asset that pro\ides a variety of services. It is a very spedal asset, to be sure, since it

provides the life support systems that sustain our very existence, but it is an asset nonetheless. As with

other assets, we wish to prevent undue depreciation of the value of this asset so it may continue to

provide us with aesthetic and life-sustaining services" <p.17). Here the anthropomorphic and

management aspects of the discipline are emphasized. More generally, environmental and natural

resource economics can be thought of as the evaluation of the efficiency and distJ1butional consequences

of alternative allocations of scarce natural and environmental resources. Through such evaluations, it

is hoped that policies can be identified which not only constitute potential Pareto improvements (i.e.

more benefits are generated by the policy initiative than costs) but also result in an equitable incidence

of benefits and burdens.

While general definitions are useful in narrowing the scope of study, a closer inspection of the

research in the environmental/resource field suggests that a great deal of effort focuses on a more

specific objective. Namely, a central concern in much of the ENR literature is to evaluate the

implications of nonmarket benefits and costs for environmental and natural resource allocation. In

contrast to other areas of economics which emphasize the advantages of market allocations, market
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failure is commonplace when environmental/resource allocative outcomes are being addresled. This

emphasis on market failure typifies much of the analysis and discussion of environmental problems

where markets are characterized as ignoring the ecological, nonmarket consequences of resource

decisions. Similarly, much of the discussion concerning the dynamic efficiency of natural resource use

highlights the absence of forward markets or !he nonexistence of private markets alt~ether in

allocative decision making. Thus, nonmarket costs to the environment or future generations, while real

costs to society, frequently are not systematically incorporated into the day-to-day resource use

calculations of producers and consumers. Given the prevalence of markets failing to account for

nonmarket impacts, either by ignoring these impacts or by markets simply not existing, policy analysis

in this area is by its very nature concerned with the allocative significance of such nonmarket impacts

as amenity losses, environmental degradatior and foregone natural resource exploitation.

For analytical purposes it is useful to divide nonmarket welfare impacts into two categories:

external costs and user costs, where negative rosts account for nonmarket benefits (see Figure 1). On the

external cost side, the standard definition of external effects or externalities has been suggested by

Baumol and Oates in their now classic work, The Theon' of Environmental Policy: IIAn externality is

present whenever some individual's (say A's) utility or production relationships include real (that is

nonmonetary) variables, whose values are chosen by others (persons, corporations, governments)

without particular attention to the effects on "A's welfare" (p.17). It is the existence of external effects

which results in market failures in the context of environmental depreciation. That is, failure to

account for "third party" or external effects such as the disutility from water effluent or air emissions

results in overuse of scarce environmental resources.

In an analogous fashion, user cost is defined as the discounted value of foregone future

consumption. For such stock natural resources as oil supplies, fisheries, or unique nat' :-al areas, failure

to account for the user cost component inherent in their use frequently results in dynamic inefficiency as

long-run gains are sacrificed in the course of short-run decision making. A prominent example of user

cost concerns in the agricultural sector is the policy promotion of "sustainability". While short-run

profits can be enhanced by ignoring soil and water conservation, the long-run Viability of the arable
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Figure 1. A Taxonomy of Issues and Research in Environmental and Natural Resource Economics



land based may be jeopardized by such myopic decision making. Thus, both types of nonmarket

impacts, extemal and user costs, are sources of concern for optimal use of resources. Left unaa:ounted for,

either through market failure or nonexistence of markets, scarce environmen~1 and natural resources

are likely to be over exploited.

Returning to Figure 1, evaluation of the impacts caused by extern,al effects proceeds along two

distinct lines in the area of environmental economics. Wnen generators and "victimS' of external effects

are few in number or can be organized and represented by individuals, the merits of alternative

abatement strategies can be evaluated in a litigation context. In this "small numbers" case, the

aUocative efficiency and distributive equity of policy outcomes can be analyzed in the legal-economic

framework first proposed by Coase. In this growing body of literature in the area of law and

environmental economics, the challenge for economic policy analysts is to devise incentives compatible

with efficient and equitable regulation of environmentally damaging £xterna: eifects. In the more

common case where many unorganized individuals are involved in an externality situation, evaluation

of environmental policy is concerned with two interrelated questions. First, how can economic

considerations be helpful in establishing quality standards for such environment-al resources as air and

water? Second, given en,,;ronmental standards, how can they be achieved at least cost to society?

In the area of natural re~urce economics, Mdnerney has proposed useful taxonomic distinctions.

Stock natural resources can be considered as exhaustible (i.e. destructible and nonrenewable), recyclable

(i.e. nonrenewable with recyc'able services), or renewable. Much of the literature on exhaustible

natural resources is concerned with resource exhaustion, while recYclable natural rerource discussion
J

concentrates on optimal in~ertemporal use, and renewable natural resource analysis evaluates the

implications of biologicany-d~terminedcarrying capacities.

The final natural resource category is concerned with rural land resources (i.e. nondestruetible,

nonrenewable stock resources with renewable service flows). Here it is useful to distinguish between

"natural environment" issues and "urban fringe" issues on rural land. The literature on managing unique

nat~!"~1 environments such as wildlife habitats, wilderness area, and multiple-use recreation areas is

rich and diverse. One area receiving particular attention is concerned with the co lditions under which
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pres«Ving natural areas for future use is justifiable on effidency grounds. This analysis involves the

interrelated problems of measuring amenity benefits, and comparing amenity and development

discounted net benefit streams. A related set of is'sues is concerned with the optimal ftx 01 urban and

rural uses of land along the urban fringe. Here decision making must address the ramifications of user

costs associated with irreversible development, as well as devising efficient methods for insuring

desired mixes of land uses on the urban fringe.

As with any proposed taxonomy, many important ENR issues will involve multiple categories.

For example, an energy production issue may well involve both user cost and external cost

considerations. Similarly multiple use of public lands might have to address simultaneously the US2r

cost implications of overgrazing and the external cost implications of recreation congestion. More

importantly, however, is the ability of this relatively straightforward taxonomy to organize both

issue and research discussions in the field, while setting the foundation for incorporating PAM

techniques into existing ENR procedures.

EFFICIENCY lVITHOUT OPTIMAll1Y:

A LEAST-COSTAPPROACH TO ENR POllCY

Under ideal conditions, ENR policy would be concerned with the attainment of "optimal"

allocative outcomes in the use of S(:arce resources. That is, standards for pollution lev'?ls, grazing

practices, rates of soil erosion, or multiple use of public lands would be set so as to maximize the

discounted net benefit streams generated from the associated resource use. In practice, the

implementation of optimal standards faces insuperable obstacles. Particularly important in this

regard are problems involving imperfect information. In both external and user cost situations, an

adequate information base would have to account fully for non-eonv,exities in produc60n processes,

general equilibrium impacts of aHocative alternatives, amenity benefit values, future net benefit flows,

technological change, and market distortions to determine optimal standards. Clearly such a

herculean task of data collection is prohibitive. Optimality in the first-best, efficiency sense of the
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term is impossible to achieve in applied natural resource policy in an but the most elementary

situations.

The policy problem posed by imperfect information is illustrated in Figure 2 ... hypothetical

external cost situation. Directly analogous difficulties exist (or most exhaustible, renewable,

recyclable, and land resource issues. Suppose manufacturing activity upstream is causing water

contamination downstream for urban water users, reaeationaJis15, and fanners. How should effluent

levels upstream be managed so as to ensure an efficient allocation of water resources? In a static context,

effluent I~!vels should be abated to level Ao where the marginal benefits from abatement (MB) are

exactly offset by the marginal costs (MC), resulting in net benefits being maximized. 'The Me of

abatement is simply the foregone profit to manufacturers which results from curtailing effluent

activity. The MB of abatement, however, is much more complex. An accurate estimation of MB would

require knowledge of how urban residents would benefit from improved water quality, how fishennen

and picnickers would value the improved amenity and habitat quality of the water, and how fanners

incomes might be impacted as water quality is enhanced. Thus, while fairly accurate information on

the MC of abatement might be obtainable in this example, reliable infonnation on MB may be much

more difficult and costly to acquire.

Typically a second-best efficiency procedure is adopted in external and user costs situations. A

standard is set given the best information available, say Al in Figure 2. Clearly the implementation of

such a standard is not Pareto Optimal since there is no guarantee that net benefits will be maximized by

such a policy. In this example an abatement standard of Al results in an efficiency cost or deadweight

Joss of c if the standard is achieved at least cost. That is, given an abatement target of AI and the

resulting benefits, whatever they may be, the net benefits of imposing this second-best policy will be

maximized only if Al is achieved at least cost. If inefficient compliance programs are adopted which

raise the Me of abatement to generators, net benefits attributable to the imposition of the standard

will fall, by as much as area b should MC rise to Mel.

This simple example illustrates the importance in both external and user cost situations of

a"aining environmental and natural resource standards at least cost. In practice the selection of
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standards wiD be somewhat arbitrary as a result of imperfect information. Pareto Optimal aUocations

of scarce environmental and natural resources is not attainable in most applied contaxts. Once standards

are adopted based on the best available information, second-best efficiency is oromoted by achieving

environmental and resource standards in a cost-effective manner. A careful analysis of the costs of

compliance across alternative progt'ams can do a gt'eat deal in promoting efficient resource use and in

identifying "nearly-optimal" standards. If abatement costs are substantial, toughening abatement

standards may be inadvisable in light of existing benefit information. Similar, if abatement costs are

modest, benefit information, while imperfect, may still suggest that higher water quality standards

are justified on efficiency grounds.

COST EFFECTIVENESS OF ALTERNATIVE COMPLIANCE STRATEGIES

In both external and user cost situations, standards are frequently imposed in the hope that

potential Pareto improvements, if not optimality, will result. Frequently standards are the result of an

assessment procedure where existing benefit, cost, and institutional information is evaluated. The

efficiency of this process of standard specification and revision can be greatly enhanced by a careful cost

analysis of alternative compliance progt'ams. While there are in principle and in practice numerous

approaches 10 compliance, four policy approaches are particularly prominent: 1) the imposition of

de\-;ces which require specific technology adoption by generators, 2) requiring compliance by any means
.f

and across all generators with a uniform standard of performance, 3) chal)ging a per unit~ on the

external or user cost activity to provide an incentive for generators to comply with standards, and 4)

issuing tradeable permits to the generators which set aggregate limits consistent with the desired

standard.

While it is well beyond the scope of this paper to provide a detailed discussion of compliance

strategies, a few points are worth mentioning in the context of applying PAM techniques to ENR issues.

First, least-cost attainment of standards in pollution or conservation concerns requires that the marginal

cost of abatement be equated across generators. This is illustrated in a simple two-firm case in Figure 3.
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ASlume there are two types of firms involved in a water pt'Jluting activity. 1he Me of abating thp

pollution for t:ach type of finn is &s illustrated. Now suppose that the policy board has set a target of

AO in aNternent (or aU generators. What 15 the most cost-effective appr~(h to reaching this stated

objective?

Requiring specific abatement technology of all firms ignores individual cost differences. For

example. requiring a specmc filtr:-":on process may be well suited to son\e firms. but m~uited to others.

In general. devices will not equate MC across firms and will require periodic inspection to insure

maintenance and use.

Frequently a uniform standard approach may prove superior to device strategies. In this

example. each finn would be reqUired to abate to Ao as they see fit. In flus case MCl and MC2 would be

identified by the generators as least-eost responses to abatement regulations, a distinct cost advantage

over device impositions. However. aggregate complia:nce cost is higher than necessary since Cl > C2.

Two approaches exist that are consistent with aggregate least-eost attairunent of standards, effluent

taxes and effluent permits. Taxes contTol the price of generating acti'\ities. In this example, imposing a

constant per unit tax of t on effluent dumping wou.d result in Finn 1 abating A) units and paying (AT

Al)t in effluent charges on the remainder of the waste load. Similar Firm 2 would abate ~o A2 and pay

(AT-A2lt in taxes, where it is assumed for convenience that total abatement occurs at AT for both finns.

In this case the"environment standard is achieved in the aggregate since A) + A~=2AO. Additionally

the abatement is achieved at least-eost since MC) = MC2 = t. Unfortuna'lely. the administrative cost of

such a program may be high as t must first be estimated and then periodically adjusted as MC schedules

change over time.

Permits are the mirror image of tax sttat~~. Instead Of contromng abatement "price" to

achieve the standard, permits control abatement "quantity" directly. For example, each firm could be

issued effluent permits for AT - AO units and then be reqUired to treat units in excess of this amount.

InitiaJ1y Mel = Cl > C2 = MC2· However, by making permits tradeable, both firms can profit from

trade with Finn 1 purchasing AO - A) P'?nnits from Firm 2. Such a transaction benefits both firms and

results in aggregate abatement costs being minimized. Additionally. the administrative complexity is
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greatly reduced since no initially estimation or periodic adjustment ,of permit numbers is required unless

the standard itself is adjusted over time.

mE ANALYSIS OF STANDAIWS

The agricultural sector is increasingly impaded by the imposition of environmental and natural

resource standards. Standards have been adopted in a wide array ofext~ and user cost problems.

such as groundwater contamination, soil erosion, pesticide use and food safety, open space in urbanizing

areas, and caUle grazing. [n many of these casef" a convincing case \Annot be made that Pareto

optimality is served by the standards initially dtosen. Umitations and imperfections of information

prevent policyrnakers from having a good idea of the economic consequences of standards. In practice.

standards are adjusted over time in response to changes in information, technologies, and institutions.

An integral part of the process of revision of standards is a systemati<: evaluation of the costs of

compliance. Both second-best efficiency concerns and first-best standard detennil.ation are SErved by

the identification of cost-effective compliance programs. For extern",1 and user cost problems involving

agriculture, the PAM methodology is ideally suited to such an evaluation.

Costs of compliance are represented in the PAM as the differences between private values and

social values. When these differences are summed across outputs and inputs, the total costs of

compliance are represented by the difference beltWeen private prom and social profit (L). For each

representative firm, analysts will wish to estimate the costs of compliance fOT the alternative policies

to implement standards. such as device strategies, uniform standards. trildable permits. and taxes. This

comparison allows the determination of the most ('(\~t-effectivemeans of implementing the standa~ fo:

each representative firm <Figure 4). It is possible that different firms or regions should be reguJ3te<l

with different policies, and that some firms shoUild be issued permits, while others should be required

to use de\'ices or meet a fixed standard.

For each policy, ro~parisonsof the costs of compliance among representative firms gives an

indication of the desirability of uniform -,tment of firms. least-cost compliance in the aggregate

re'1uires that the marginal costs of compliance be equal across finns. If marginal costs of compliance

12



Figure 4. PAM and the Evaluation of Standards
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with • unilonn standard differ sub!tantiaUy among firms, then permits or fiJ'rrHpecific ltU1darcis

probably will be more efficient ways to attain an aggregate standard. Policyma.kers can explore the

feasibility of issuing permits to finns and allowing subsequent inter·firm trading of rtahts to impose

externality or user costs on society. If inter·firm differences in the costs of compliance are small, then

there is probably liuie reason to go to the trouble of setting up side markets.

Once the analyst has organized information about the costs of compliance for each of the

representative firms, an aggregation exercise can be performed to estimate costs of compliance for the

total economy (Figure 4). In this aggregation, the costs of compliance for each representative firm (4)

are multipJied by the number of such finns in the market (Ni)' These aggregate cost estimates give

pllicymakers an opportunity to reassess the desirability of the chosen standard. Even though benefits

are not known, the total costs of compliance can be judged 'large' or 'small' relative to conjectures about

benefits. If necessary, the standard can be revised, leading to another round of analysis and another set

of results like those described in Figure 4.

The ultimate goal of efficiency analysis is to find a standard that imposes an acceptable level

of total costs, and that imposes equal costs at the margin for each of the representative finns. Of course,

such values may not be desir~ for non-effidency reasons-policymakers may prefer to favor relatively

small firms by creating special dispensations, such as lax standards compared to tho!.-e set for large

firms. But the PAM analysis still provides useful information alx.. }U'1c:sion-PAM results provide

the efficiency cost of deviatillg from the least-cost ways of implementing a given standard.

Firm Re5J1onses to Standards

There are three general ways in which finns may respond to the imposition of standards. A

device strategy refers to the introduction of new equipment, such as air purification systems or water

treatment facilities, that reduce the firm's impa,ct on the natural resource to an acceptable limit. A

second firm response is to directly limit the use of some input, such as pesticides or groundwater, so that

the firm"s impact on the environment is below the acceptable limit. FinaUy, standards may be pursued

with direct liinits on the outputs of the firm. The latter adjustments are seem most frequently in
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response to sustainability criteria, such as the regulation of fisheries or common-property animal

pastures.

Compliance by adding new inputs is the most straightforward of the strategies from an

analytical perspective. Effects on oth2r inputs-and the level of output usually are small and can be

ignored; if such effects are substantial, then the analysis (described below) of changes in input and

output levels will be relevant. But for most device strategies, adding new inputs will incre.:1se total

costs of production by the cost of the new inputs. If profits were low or zero, the firm might be expected

to cease operation. Such responses are most likely in the long run because firms usually will have sunk

capital costs; production will continue as long as variable operating costs are covered and until the finn

exhausts its capital stock. Another possible response that can sustain the firm's viability is to absorb

the costs of new devices by redUcing the return to fixed factors (excess profits). For example, land values

or returns to management could decline enough to leave normal profits (the rate of return to capital

investment> at an acceptable level. Firms then could justify renewal of capital investments. Because

excess profits would be lower under compliance with the standards, incentives for finns to enter the

industry would be reduced.

The second strategy for compliance with standards involves the introduction of quantitative

limits on the use of some input or inputs. In some cases, standards will themselves be defined in terms of

limits on use of particular inputs..:.examples include application rates of pesticides, or ceilings on the

utilization of water resources.

A simple model in which to show the response of the firm to the standard is the case of two

inputs and one output. Private market incentives before introduction of the standard allow producers to

pursue unconstrained profit maximization:

max 1t = P • Y- C 1 X 1 - C 2 C 2 (1)

where P is the price of the output; Y is the quantity of output produced with the two inputs, Xl and x2;

and Cl and C2 are the prices of the two inputs. Unks between inputs and outputs are represented by the

production function, Y = Y(x), x2>. The optimum amounts of output and inputs under unconstrained profit

maximization are denoted by a superscript •.
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The imposition of I standard creates I constrained maximization problem. Assume that the

standard is imposed on the input, xl- The profit maximization problem is now written as

max.
subject to x1 ~ X 1 (2)

This constrained profit maximization problem is solved by forming the Lagrangian:

L :: p. y - C 1 X 1- C2 X 2 + A. (Xl - X t) (3)

1be Kuhn-Tucker conditions for the optimum are:

aL av (aL)- = P~ - C1-A,=0 xl~O, x) - = 0
ax) ax) ax) (4)

(6)

The interesting circumstance arises when the standard is a binding constraint, so that x)=X 1.

In this case (from (4»,

(7)

H the Lagrangian multiplier, A., is greater than zero, then the marginal value product of the

input will be greater than the price of the input, CJ. The multiplier in this case represents the effect on

profit of a change in the constrained input. This margin must be positive if the constraint is binding-

the firm would like to use more of the input because it is privately profitable to do so, but cannot because

of the limits of the regulation. If the standard is imposed only as a quantitative limit on input use, the

value of the Langrangi~mmultiplier accrues to the firm as profit; if the government imposes the

standard with a tax policy, then the government receives the value of the multiplier and the firm is

left with only the normal return to the input (the marginal value product).
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Because IIW'ginal productivity of the input is diminishing, constrained output must be smaUer

than unconstrained output:

(8)

Lower output implies also that use of the other input will be smaller than in the case of

unconstrained profit maximization:

(9)

The new quantity of input x2 (associated with the regulated level of Xl and the constrained

output level, Y) can be estimated from a Taylor's series expansion about the unconstrained level of input

demand. Profit maximization implies an input demand function of the form:

xi = f (y., xi)

The change in input demand, X2, is then expressed as follows:

(l0)

(11)

where the right hand side of the equation represents a matrix multiplication, and R represents the

remaining terms of the Taylor's expansion.

Equation (11) shows that the change in the demand for input x2 will depend most importantly

on the response of input demand to output declines, and on the input substitution effect. The output

effect is negative, because output has declined and the partial derivative is positive. The substitution

effect is positive, because the use of input Xl has declined and the partial derivative is negative. The

second-order terms show that the change in the demand for X2 depends also on the rates of change in the

partial derivative of input demand with respect to output, the rate of change in input substitution, and

the changes in the substitutability among inputs as output changes.
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The final strategy for finn compliance with standards involves the imposition of quantitative

limits on the outputs. These situations are particularly likely for standards that are related to

sustainable limits, such as quotas on fish harvests, harvesting of forest resources, or puing intensities

for common property pasture resources. When the input is the source of the externality, output limits

will be used only when an input standard cannot be enforced.

Analysis of standards for outputs proceeds in a manner analogous to that used in the analysis of

input standards. As before, the representative firm is assumed to pursue constrained profit

maximization, with the constraint now represented by a maximum allowable level of output:

(12)

where all variables are as previously indicated and the value of y represents the maximum allowable

level of output. This level of output is assumed less than that associated with unconstrained profit

•
milximization (Y ); otherwise, there would be no reason to worry about the output standard

(sustainability).

The Lagrangian associated wHh equation (12) is

(13)

The Kuhn-Tucker conditions are as follows:

(14)

(15)

y-y ~ 0 J1~0, J1(Y-Y) =0 (16)

where the partial derivatives are evaluated at y. Equations (14) and (15) imply:
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(17)

(18)



Equations (17, and (18) show that the Iraarginal v-tlue product earned by each input is equal to

a·
the input price pIus a premium, Jla;-the Lagrangian multiplier times the marginal physical product

cf the input. The Lagrangian multiplier, Jl, represents the impact on profits of a JnIJIINl cha.'ge in

the constrained output level. Since the output constraint is binding, the value of the Lagrangian

multiplier is positive and the firm eams excess profits on each of its inputs. These excess profits are

captured by the firm when the standard involves only a quantitative regulation; the revenues are

taken by the government when a tax is used to attain the standard.

PAM and Evaluation of Device Strat<£ies

Estimates of the costs of compliance with standar·.5 are perhaps easiest for the device strategy.

The first line of PAM represents revenues and costs of the firm without the standard. The second line of

PAM is used to represent the revenues and costs of the firm under compliance with the standard. In this

line, therefore, appear the investment and intermediate input costs of the device required to meet the

standard. The values of divergences, shown in the third row of the matrix, will show up as differences

between private values and social values of inputs; these values will be negative. The difference

between private and social profitability (L) will be positive, showing that the government is

increasing firm profitability by failing to correct the market failure. Once the standard is

implemented, private costs also will show the effects of the standard and the divergences between

private and social values will be zero.

The budget for the representative firm must reflect the expected outputs and other inputs that

are compatible with the technology for controlling the externality, but in most circumstances the firm

will simply append a treatment facility to the existing operation. (Situations where compliance is met

by reducing the level of output of the firm may be considered as the case of quantitative limits on

outputs, discussed below). Consultation with engineers and other technic31 experts should be sufficient

to specify the appropriate amendments to existing budgets of private revenues and costs.

The number of representative systems necessary in the analysis depends on the range of

alternative device technologies and the variations among firms in the ways that the technologies are
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used. The empirical researcher will have representative firm budge:s for diff~ent firm sizes and

production te(hnologies; different devices may be required for each of these representative finns. In

addition, analysis of the costs of compliance usually requires consideration of the different

geographical regions where finns operate, because the use of device technology may be affected by the

quality of the environment in which the firm is operating.

PAM And EVAluation of Uniform Stqadards And Pennits

The second category of policies to implement standards involves the establishment of

quantitative limits on the firm's use of some input or production of some output. In these cases, PAM

results will show divergences between the private and social values of outputs and between the private

and social values of all categories of inputs. The latter divergences arise because of input substitution

effects between the restrided input and other inputs, and the effects of output limits on the level of

input use. As in the previously analyzed case (compliance by adding a new device), the summary

measure of the difference between private and sccial profit (l) provides the best measure of the effects

of standards on the producer.

Assuming competitive conditions, observed behavior will provide information that corresponds

to unconstrained profit maximization: the profit-maximizing level of output, Y·, and the corresponding

levels of inputs, x i and xi. This information generates the revenue and cost estimates for the first row

of PAM: entries A, B, C, and D. Social profitability·-the second row-represents (constrained)

profitability of the system under the standard. The information available for the calculations in this

row is only the quantity of the constrained input, Xl, or the constrained output, y, and the prices of

inputs and outputs.

The estimation of the PAM must provide ,the appropriate input and output levels for the second

(socia)) row of costs and returns. If the policy imposes limits on the firm's output, the marginal (and

average) physical products of the inputs relevant to social costs are to be evaluated at y, whereas the

•
observed physical products are evaluated at Y . In general, these numbers will be different from the

unconstrained situation. Changes in input demands can be approximated by a Taylor series expression
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analogous to that of equation (11). As this equation shows, very detailed information is N!eded ..bout

the tethnologial relationships in the general case.

Lacking such detailed infonnation, the missing qU1.ntity infomtation usually must be aJculated

by rather arbitrary means. Simulation of production relationships in the presence of the standard must

be formulated with the assistance of technicians and the representative finns. They should be able to

speculate on the input and output levels likely to be associated with standards. The simplest solutions

correspond to the case of fixed coefficient models. Because inputs and outputs must be used in fixed

proportions, quantities of all inputs and outputs relevant to the calculation of social profitability are
• •

reduced equiproportionally from their private values by the ratios, xllxl or yIy <the ratio between

the constrained and unconstrained quantiti~of the commodity subjected to the standard). In these

circumstances, the firm represented in the social profitability calculation is just a smaller version of the

firm represented in the private profitability row.

An additional problem for PAM calculations arises when standards are imposed to attain

sustainability. In this case, the appropriate measure of private profitability is no longer just the

observed private profit. Because the system is (by definition) unsustainable, input use, output levels,

and private profitability of the representative firm will be constantly changing. Profits will

presumably be greatest during the initial years of exploitation of the resource, declining in subsequent

years until private profit becomes negative and the representative firm tenninates production.

Measures of private profit for a particular yecJr thus give a misleading portrait of the effects of

sustainability policies on private incentives.

Considering past revenues and costs as sunk and irrevocable, the appropriate measure of private

profit for an unsustainable system is the average annual discounted present value of the stream of future

private profitabilities. The evaluation procedure is analogous to a project evaluation exercise. The
.

appropriate discount rate in this situation is the rate that is observed to motivate private incentives--

the private rate of disoount. The analyst need not be concerned with estimates of the social rate of

discount. However, the stream of private profits does depend on the length of time that the resource
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has been exploited; therefore, the analyst will want to prepare separate PAMs for each region

affected by the policy to impose sustainable limits.

PAM and Evqluatjon of T4% Policies

However difficult or "approximate" may be the estimation of PAMs under standards that limit

input and outputs, they still are easier than is the case when standards are pursued with tax policies.

In the case of quantitative controls, private and social prices are not different (at least initially) and

the estimation of social profitability proceeds immediately to determination of the input and output

choices that would be made by the firm in the presence of quantitative limits. The added complication

for the analysis of tax policies is that the tax must be added to the private market price to determine

the social price.

As equations (7), (17), and (18) show, the estimate of the appropriate tax involves calculating

the value of the Lagrangian multipliers. If the government would like to tax the excess profits

assodated with the introduction of standards, then taxes should be set to obtain me differences

between the marginal value products and the prices of the inputs. A priori estimates of the Lagrangian

multipliers (before the standards policy is introduced), is likely to be extremely difficult. More likely,

a standard defined in quantitative terms will be inconsistent with the rate of tax. Only through trial

and error will policymakers discover the appropriate rate of tax. 1, such an ex post analysis, the PAM

results will show only the equivalence between private and social values.

The social profits to systems operating under Pigovian taxes will be smaller than those

calculated under uniform standards and permits. The "difference" occurs because, in the Pigovian case,

the value of the divergence is incorporated in the price of the input or output; in the case of

quantitative control policies, the value of the divergence is not captured by the government, but instead

stays with the producer and adds to the scarcity value of the input. The value of the divergence shows

up as larger social profit instead of larger social costs. Because social profits under uniform standards

and permits are inordinately high, care must be taken in interpretations about comparative advantage

and potential expansion of the system. Often, standards and limits will imply limits not only on the

output of individual firms, but also on aggregate output.
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PAM Esti,",t" 4n4 Gen,ral E'ltilibriHm Eft'cts

Further changes in the social values of inputs and outputs may be warranted if imposition of the

standard subsequently alters the market price of the affected input (ct) or the output (y). These

"second-round" effects usually can have importance only if the commodity is nontradable; if the

commodity is tradable, then price effects of standards on market prices will be possible only if the

country has a large share of the world market.

Standards for inputs imply a reduction in aggregate demand for the input; the elasticity of

input supply will determine the magnitude of decline in the input price. This change will funher

augnaent profits of the firms subjected to standards. Because the standard is binding, firms have no

incentive to offer higher prices for the input. All the excess profit associated with use of the

constrained input stays with users of the input (or accrues to the government as higher taxes) rather

than suppliers of the input. If the standard implies aggregate reductions in total output, the aggregate

supply curve shifts to the left al"d the elasticity of consumer demand for the output determines the

magnitude of increase in the output price. Profits to the firm (or tax revenues to the government) will

increase.

Among the categories of information needed for the evaluation of general equilibrium effects

market supply elasticities, market demand elasticities, and the aggregate effects of the standard on

total output and total use of the input-only the latter information is likely to be readily available

from the PAM analysis. But unless the expected changes in outputs or inputs are very substantial, the

second round effects on prices and profitabilities are probably not worth wOrrying about. Thus the PAM

work on aggregate costs of compliance gives the analyst an immediate indication of the need for further

work on the commodity markets.

CONCLUSION

Agriculture is increasingly involved in a complex set of ENR issues. Prominent within this set is

a growing concern over agnculturally related pollution and sustainabihty problems. These concerns can

be thought of as external and user-eost market failures, respectively. In attempting to correct for these
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failurts,ENR policy must addressed the dual challenges of setting pollution and mnJervation

standards of performance, and achieving these standards at least-eo$t to society.

The PAM methodology is ideally suited to evaluating standards and methods of complying

with standards in both developing and developed countries. The heart of applied work in the ENR

field is an accurate assessment of the cost of complying with existing or proposed ENR standards. That

is, given the best benefit information available, it is aucial for efficient policy to assess the cost

effectiveness of alternative compliance programs, and to evaluate the implications of aggregate cost for

periodic standard revision. The PAM methodology is well-suited for such a detailed assessment of

compliance costs in both private and social terms.
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